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Annual Fund Appeal Now Underway 'The
Drive S(arts For $150,000. From
Cincinnati Business And Industry
by Wayne Febr

Xavier University's fifth annual fund appeal to business
and industry is now under way in the Greater Cincinnati
area. The funds raised in this drive, which began Oct. 15, will
be used to maintain faculty salary increases, to provide for
essential student services, and to add to the building fund.

A large committee of business
·
·
leaders wm carry the appeal for
$150,000 to all circles of Cincinnati business and industry. Last
llold~
year, 271 firms in the area were
~
contributors.
.·
The overall fund goal this year
lllfJ8
eetJJ)g
Is $350;000 from all sourees, lnThe first placement meeting
eludlng alumni, parents and students, and other friends, as well got underway in the Cash Room
as business and Industry. As the at 8: 00 p.m., Wednesday, Oct. 15,
result of the four previous funds, with a pra,rer led by Rev. Victor
\
Xavier has allocated $450,000 to J. Nieporte.
In attendance were 45 wellbe used toward the construction
of a new classroom building, for dressed students, 5 members of
the Board of Governors of Xav1whleh rround will be broken in
ier Alumni Association, Mr.
the spring.
Businessmen of Cincinnati are James A. Graves, Class '50, and
being encouraged to look upon James !!'.·Martin and Jesse H.
their support of Xavier Univer- Brown of the Placement Office.
sity as a sound investment in . Mr. Martin gave a short talk
their community. As a dynamic on preparing for, how to make
educational center serving 4,500 the search, and tools necessary
students, Xavier is .an important for finding the right job. Followinfluence on the business life of ing the talk, the students posed
the city. It provides trained man- questions concerning the types
power for the business and in- of work, qualifications required,
dustry of the area, as well as advanced that could ·be expected
developing new methods and in the manufacturing, banking,
techniques in its research proj- other fields, etc., including the
ects, 200 of which were conducted benefits of and the best time to
last year. The very presence of pursue graduate or advanced
the University with its many study, These questions were disactivities and expenditures has a cussed by a panel composed· of:
highly stimulating effect on local Mr. Lawrence Austing, Vulcan
Corporation, Mr. Larry Seltzer,
business.
Trust Company, Mr.
Central
Even more important is Xavier's support of the fundamental Cyrill Schulte, Penker Construcconvictions of the American way tion Company.
The students unanimously in·of life under which business has
dicated
that they felt the meetgrown and continued to flourish
in this country. The University ing was well worth their time.
Statistics were announced indiitself is a symbol of free enterprise und!'U' our American sys- cating that the class of '59 has
tem. A truly independent insti- approximately 295 members and
tution, its only sources of income that the class of 1960 has about
are tuitions, endowments, and 275 members.
A meeting was scheduled for
gifts.
Oct. 22 to discuss opportunities
Chairman of the 1959 Business- in retailing, transportation, the
men Mobilized for Xavier appeal
chemical industry, industrial
is Reuben B. Hays, chairman of
sales,
etc. The panel of this meetthe ,board of the First National ing was
composed of notable
Bank. A well-known civic leader, members from the Society for
Mr. Hays joined the First Na- the Advancement of Management
tional Bank staff in 1945 . a!
~-h
t
c· · ati· area
executive vice.president after of d ~ ef fgreaIter mcmn
b s These
being associated with the Federal . an o acu y. mem er . .
gentlemen are mterested m stuReserve Bank of Cleveland. He dents
and discussed their quesholds degrees from Hendrix Col- tions from the broad viewpoint,
lege, Columbia University, and not from any one company view.
Miami University.
Juniors and seniors were urged
· Co·chairman is Mr. J. Richard to attend-and .pursue their
Verkamp, president of the Ver- placement interest.
kamp Corporation. A leader in
The third meeting is scheduled
a variety of civic, cultural, and for Oct. 29 to discuss opportunireligious affairs, Mr. Verkamp ties in education, social services,
joined the Verkamp Corporation government, professional fields,
in 1930 and holds degrees from etc.
Georgetown University and HarWatch the ·bulletin board for
vard University. He also attended announcements on all placement
Xavier and was on the Xavier
matters.
faculty.
Vice-chairmen of this year's
·c~mpaign include John B. Cottell, William L. Dolle, James R.
Favret, William V. Finn, Richard
by Frank Hulefeld
E. LeBlond, Joseph B. Reynolds,
The Sports Attendanee ComWilliam s. Rowe, Edward J.
mittee bas approved the desl1Schulte, and Frank J. VanLahr.
natlon of tomonow D11ht as
Dad'• Nlsbt. The dacll will reeelve a special salute from the
band. Their show wlll feature
The News wishes to apolo- some old favorite tunes ol the
gize to Miss Judy Benvie, fall HUOn.
Xavier's 1958 Bomeeomln1
In trying to improve their
Queen, for mispellin1 her shows, the band strives to inname In la1t week'• luue. ·
crease the precision of tbeir

Placement
Off1·ce'

J •• J M

•

Band Gives Special
Salute To Fathers

Good Grief, News!

Sheila Sexton,
Drama Student,
Stars In Masque's
Classic Miser

NO. 5

Miser'

Pictured below are two scenes from the Masque Soeiety's
forthcoming production of "The Miser." .This first offering of
the Masquers opens this coming Thursday in the South Ball
Theatre. Tickets may be purchased from members of the
Masque Society or at the South Hall Box Office.

by Tony Sehmltt

Pretty Miss Sheila Sexton,
18 year old Thespian from
Lookout Heights, 'Ky., will be
seen in the Masque Society's
production of "The Miser"
due for the South Hall boards
Oct. 30 and 31, Nov. 1 and 2.
Sheila, who studied dramatics
at LaSalette Academy in Covington, is currently perfecting

her art in Mr. Kvai;>il's acting
class here at the Xavier Evening
Division. In "The Miser" she
plays the role of Marianne, the
"sweet, sweet thing" who spends
most of her stage time evading
the advances of the miserly Harpagon. Sheila describes Marianne
as "Miss Purity of 1958," the sort
of girl who is graceful in a birdlike way. This requires the mastery of a new technique on the
part of tlie actress since classic

Miss Shella Sexton
drama differs so from the realistic theater to which we are overly
exposed. Mrs. Kvapil suggested
that she practice walking as if
someone was pulling on the back
of her hair. She's in doulft as to
whether this has been effective
in developing the super-refinement she needs for the stage, but
she's sure that folks down at the
Dixie Terminal are beginning to
wonder.
A st~nograp~er. at !Aa~sachu
setts Li~e, Sheila is enJoyi!1g. her
. work .with th.e Masquers thIS year
and 1s . looking forward
to the
.
production dates with great anticipation.
.
"
. .,
.
Tickets for The Miser will
go . on . sale at the Players' box
office in ·Sout? Hal.I on .Monday,
Oct. 27. Opening night JS schedul~d for Thursday, ~ct. 30. It
might be well to re~md all st~den~ that the .soc pr~ce ,<$1.00 ~f
you re romanbc~lly m~hned~ is
unbeatable. :ou re seeing f1rstra~e ente~am!°ent for cut·rate
prices. Think it over.
marching and the quality of their
music. Progress ahn,ig these lines
is or utmost importance to a
band. Since people who know
music and who work with bands
are best able to say what tile
weak and the strong points of ·a
show are, the band seeks their
criticism~ So, at the Detroit game
last week, the band had several
of the local music supervisors
and band directors as their guests.
The band was pleased to lea1~n
that these critics were favorably
impressed by the marching and
playing of the band. Following
their advice, the band hopes to
put on an even better ahow for
the dadl.

Kris Kunz forees a smile to the faee of "Miser" Jim Dusablon.

The above smllla1 "Miler" turns ferocioual1 on LOU Ertel, llal'J
lo l'aale, ull MarJ llelea Cuuaon.
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XU Neivs Editorial

"THE COED"

GOOD SHOW, GENTLEMEN!
We would like to congratulate everyone who was in any
by Pat Wiechman
way responsible for one of the finest Homecoming celebrations
ever held at Xavier. The hard work of all the committeemen,
under the general leadership of Jim Madigan, was proved
Have you ever suddenly realworthwhile.
ized that you have become stagWe were also able to note with pride the general student nant? Did you look about you
conduct at the game and at the dance. Here was a time when to discover that you have made
the action of everyone was not spoiled by the stupidity of a but a very few new friends
few. The presence of members of the·. Dads Club in their lately? Or that you 'constantly go
capacity as bar-tenders combined with a w~olehearted deter- to the same places and do the
mination on the part of each student to discourage another same things, not because you
"Miami incident" or its equivalent, was definitely responsible particularly enjoy them, but befor the decrease in "over-indulgence." Were these and other cause they have become a habit?
means followed at every dance, we feel quite certain that the How many of the latest books
other dances would be of the same enjoyable variety as the have you read, or how many of
Homecoming.
the latest plays and movies have
FUND DRIVE
you seen? How many times do
For approximately two weeks, a group of business and you do things you have no special
professional leaders who comprise the Committee of Business- desire to do ·just because the
men Mobilized for Xavier, have been conducting a fund drive gangs decides to do them? Do you
for Xavier University. When we consider that Xavier has belong to more than one campus
many other drives including this one, we may be tempted to ocganization or do you give all
your time and energy to just one
nsk the question, "Why this one?"
Since Xavier is supported neither by taxes nor "the project without even considering
Church," it must be maintained by endowments, tuitions, and any others? In other words, are
gifts. A small amount of investigation would show that an you living the same dull routine
education would be impossible if tuition were the only source life day after day with little or
of revenue. We are also aware that endowment funds are no changes? If you are, aren't
f'omewhat difficult for a single contributor to develop. We at you awfully bored, dull, and unXavier can be most grateful for the aid given us in our edu- interesting to yourself and others?
cation by the men of business and industry. We feel sure that
One of the surest ways to beat
they will reap from their generous contributio~s a harvest of this monotony is to get out of
1;11ent, well-trained businessmen of the future.
your narrow little world and
meet new people-all sorts. On a
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE SETON JOURNAi...
We note with considerable interest that the SETON campus the size of Xavier UniJOURNAL, student newspaper of Mt. St. Joseph College, has versity there are many outlets for
received a much-deserved All-American award. Our heartiest all types of interests and talents.
congratulations are extended to cc-editors Eileen Whi.te and
Jo Pierce for their excellent publication. We wish them every
future success.
·'
ENCORE OF TEAMWQRK
.'.
The Homecoming dance gave evidence of the good time
;
which could be had by all through the simple means of cooper•• 1
ation and support. Next week, we will all have another opportunity to see another piece of "teamwork" in action. This will
;:j
occur when the Masque Society stages its production of "The
Miser." Just as a football team must have fans to cheer it on,
so a theatrical group must have an audience. There are over
1600 students here at Xavier. The Masque production runs
four nights. Simple arithmetic will show that four hundred
Xavier students could, if they wished, attend a performance
of the play. If one-half of us were to bring dates, the Masque
Pat Wiechman
Society would play to a sell~out plus crowd. This is the least
that they deserve. Good press notices, etc., are futile without For the average man of more
Deople. With no athletic event for competition, there should than one consuming interest there
be little, if any, reason why we should fail to make this a big are as many clubs, organizations
social event.
and activities to accommodate

vote to the Accounting Society's
Judy Benvie. Naturally, Skip did
a fine job in representing the
club in the parade. Her sparkling
smile added an extra touch of
color to an already colorful
show.
Also on Saturday afternoon the
artistic ability of the members
came to the fore as their entry
in the float parade took the second prize money of $25.00. The
original idea of an Alaskan dog
sled sliding over the Detroit
Titans caught the eyes of the
judges but failed to make contact
with the team whose efforts were
in vain. Homecoming chairman,
Glenn DuBrucq, wished to express his sincere thanks to all
of those (men and women) who
did their share in "bringing home
the bacon."
A rash of class reunions held
at the .Sheraton-Gibson Hotel in
downtown Cincinnati climaxed a
hectic three days. In these the
Clef Club had a part too. Seven
senior members entel'tained at
the reunion of the alumni from
the classes of 1895 to 1923 by
(Continued on Page 8)
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STAGELIGHTS

_

_.

by Stafford P. Mooney

........................................................................................................

I must confess that last week I wasn't· in the mood to
view either of the screen's two ageless supermen-John Wayne
and Gary Cooper. But I am sure that both gave their usual
"bangup" performance in their respective epics. John Wayne,
with all the sex appeal of the "Marlboro Man," surely must

have charmed the Orient. I also
trust that Gary Cooper, as old as
the West but still one of its leading guns, won the inevitable
struggles that are bound to arise
on the frontier.
This brief explanation I trust
will serve to calm those avid
"Stagellght" readers who each
week survive on its delicate crlticlams. Therefore, I Intend to use
this week's column as a preview
Instead of a review. Let me make
it clear that I 'do not intend to
usurp the literary intentions of
E. S. Edelmann and his most
popular feature "What's Cooking
ID ~1De1T"

Beginning Monday, Oct. 27, the
Shu be rt will present Dore
Schary's "Sunrise at Campabello."
"Sunrise," whether as good as
some of its advocates claim,
should prove to be at least as
interesting since it deals with one
of the most dynamic characters
of the 20th century, Franklin
Delano Roosevelt. Whether one
was an admirer of F.D.R. or not,
he must admit that the late president's life was a series of challenges met and conquered. "Sunrise" concerns itself with but one
of these challenges, namely from
<Continued ~n Pase 8)

Cleffers Have
Top Weekend
by Tom Cahill
T h e Homecoming weekend
proved to be quite a successful
one for the XU Clef Club. Their
candidate for queen, attractive
Skip Meyer, came in second in
the race. She lost by only one

J;ty John Loplon

"My whole career has been
dedicated to answering one question," said George Shearing when
I talked to him during the intermission of his Tuesday night concert. "That question is, 'Do you
play jazz or serious music?',, continued George, "and I've spent
my life trying to convince the
public that jazz IS serious music
which has many close ties to the
classical."
Shearing's latest effort in this
task is a series of films intended
for educational use which he
made this summer with Father
Norman O'Connor, Catholic chaplain of Boston University and
leading jazz critic. "The purpose
of these films," Shearing says, "is
to demonstrate the close relationship between some of the forms
of cl~ssical and of jazz music."
Enumerating some of these relationships, George continued,
"Dave Brubeck, the Modern Jazz
Quartet, and our group employ
Ba<:h's fugal form; the theme and
variations form closely parallels
jazz's ,theme and improvisation;
/
the rhythms and harmonies of
by Fran McMannus
Ravel, Debussy, and Stravinsky
At its weekly meeting last have found their way into the
Monday, Oct. 20th, the dorm works of most competent jazz
council started making plans for musicians active today."
George Shearing left then and
two projects designed to better
the dorm students' social life. demonstrated to an attentive
The first of these projects was audience for fifty more minutes
the showing of from six ,to eight the maste1·y of the keyboard and
movies at the armory. Some of delicate styling which has won
these affairs will be of the stag, him world-wide acclaim. He had
drink and drown type, while a pal'ting word: "Right now I'm
others ,will be more on the date, studying Rachmaninoff's Piano
drink, an'd drown side. These Concerto in my spare time-the
movies will be shown to celebrate music is printed in braille." And
such important events as Saint George has already played a
Patricks Day and Sunday nights Mozart concerto with :the Clevelani Symphony. Truly a versain Cincinnati.
Plans for Christmas parties for tile ar.tist, Shearing left me as a
each norm were also discussed. souvenir of our chat an autoThese parties would be given graphed picture-..:.autographed in
sometime during that hectic week braille, of course!
before Christmas vacation begins. PLATTER PICKS
None of the members of the
·Continuing last week's seleccouncil v.olunteered to play Sa·nta tion of albums for a basic jazz
Claus.
library, I would like to suggest
The members were also given two big band discs which are
a report on the sale of sun representative of the 1938-1940
visors which were sold by the "swing" era when the big-band
dorm council at the Cincinnati craze was rampant. These two
and Detroit football games. Mike albums are "In a Mellotone" on
Murphy from Elet Annex volun- Victor, featuring Duke Ellington's
teered to sell these visors on the 1949-1942 aggregation, and "The
train taking 1Muskie followers Great Benny Goodman" on Coldown to the Dayton game next umbia.
Saturday night unless, of course,
The Ellington band of 1940
there is a full moon. In that case, featured such outstanding solothe fans would need to keep ,the ists as Johnny Hodges, Cootie
visors to keep the moonlight out Williams, and Harry Carney.
of their eyes.
Those who have heard Duke over
the years consider this group his
greatest band. Such Ellington
·standards as "Take the A Train"
and "Perdido" highlight the disc.
The list of artists appearing on
the Goodman record reads like a
Who's Who of swing: Harry
James, Gene Krupa, Lionel
Hampton, Teddy Wilson, and, of
course, B.G. himself.· The tunes
For those of you who are clas- are the Goodman standbyssical music enthusiasts the fol- "Sing, Sing, Sing," "Avalon,"
lowing date should be of impor- "Moonglow," "Memories of You."
tance. Wednesday, Oct. 29, the Many of these were recorded at
Janacek String Quartet, a Czech- the famous 1938 Carnegie Hall
oslovakian group, play at UC'd concert which skyrocketed the
Wilson Auditorium at 8:15 p.m. Goodman band to national promMusic Hall will see the pianist inence.
Both these ·records are superlaGyorgy Cziffra on Oct. 24 and 25;
Joseph Fuchs, violinist, on Oct. 31 tive performances by great bands.
and Nov. 1, and on Nov. 5, Vladi- They deserve a place in any jazz
mir Ashkenazy will open the library.
Artist Series.
"The Reluctant Debutante," a
After a prolonged way to the movie of mixed reviews. "Man of
door, "Search· for Paradise" steps the West," a new Gary Cooper
out to make way for "South Sea western, takes over at the Albee
Paradlsa"-and not ClnemJracle on Thursday.
as was previously reported ID this
"Sunrise" is at the Shubert for a
column.
Theatre week starting the 27th:
Olsen and Johnson set up their
I'm starting to repeat myaelf"Jock and Roll" show at Cincin- so last; but perhaps most of all,
nati Garden on Oct. 24 at 8:15 p.m. I recommend Corcoran Field for
Husband and wife, Rex Har- Saturday night, the last home
rison and Kay Kendall, 1tar in same of the 1958 Muaketeen.

Dorm Council
Plans Movies

...·J

him as he desires. All' he need
do is seek them out. Ea<:h of
these groups needs and wants
new members to give their time
and talents to making it a successful enterprise. They welcome
new faces because they know
new blood means new ideas
which may help them in so many
ways. You constantly hear the
old gripe that "the same guys
get to do everything." Yet how
many of the gripers have ever
volunteered to help for "everything?" They are the very ones
who stick to themselves and
their own little closed group of
friends, neither letting new ones
in or venturing forth on their
own.
Even if you decide that you
truly are happy with your present friends and feel no need of
making any further effort to cultivate new ones, why not try to
get the gang to spend their time
at a different place from the
usual hangout or attempt a new
group activity? You'd be surprised how strange and yet good
things <:an look from just another
view or someone else's viewpoint.
If you just make a small effort
to climb out of your rut you will
probably find most of the monotony disappearing from your life
and outlook on it.

Music Stand

WHAT'S
COOKING
IN CINCY?
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Guerither Leads

K. Of C., Clef Club ·
Win Float Aw~rds

Frosh Class Officers
by Jerry Martin

by Jack LeMoalt

The first time we saw the Knights of Columbus' winning
float we were sitting in the stands at the stadium. The maia
idea was the dog "Snoopy," from the comic strip "Peanuts."
Lying in his traditional pose, Snoopy appeared to be philosophizing about the fact that he'd rather be a dog than a Titan.

The ·resemblance between the
real' Snoopy and the Knights'
version was remarkable.

Sunday we stopped over at
"Knights Manor," home of the
K. of c., and were greeted by the
float chairman, Tim Bartman.
Tim explained that the artistic
work was done by Tom Gressler
and the idea was donated by Ed
Friedrich. The body consisted of
Hugh Farrell's car covered with
mattresses and sheets. We asked
what the members slept on if
they gave up their mattresses;
Tim replied, "Springs." The head
was formed over bent redwood
strips and the legs were made by
stuffing sheets and pillow cases
with any.thing you can imagine.
. The usual quota of girls were
present to stuff napkins. We went
out back and watched them tear
the structure apart. The sheets
had ·to be sent back to American
Linen Supply. We bid goodbye
and congratulated them on a job
well done.
The second place Ooat was
built by the Clef Club and we
are in a good position to report
on It, having taken part In building it. The float chairman, Glenn
DuBrucq, worked hard to find an
idea ·that would be in keeping
with the theme. Bob Marshall,
who hails from Alaska, submitted
tl~e idea of the dog-sled sliding
over a Detroit football player
amid an arctic setting. The caption "Mush You Muskies, Slide
Over Detroit," was done in blue
with the rest in white. At one
point during the building we
counted twenty-five girls stuff-.
ing napkins, which may well be
a record. The work on the float
was accompanied by a medley of
songs, sung by the officers and
some members. We hate to see
these masterpieces torn down,
but we look forward to next
year's festivities. Congratulations
to all of ·the clubs and organizations who built floats-you helped
make ith.e day a little brighte1·.

PAGE THREE

Cle/ Club
(Continued from Page 2)
singing the school songs. By
doing this they helped to revive
fond memories of college days
at Xavier in years gone by. Present at this particular gathering
was the Rev. Paul O'Connor,
president of the university, and
Mr. Thomas Manion, composer of
one of the traditional school
songs, "Men of Xavier."
After such a busy weekend,
one would think that Clef Club
might take some time off. But
they were ·back at their old
stand in the Fine Arts Room on
Tuesday night just as if nothing
had happened.

Student Council again meets in full complement, as the
freshman officers, newly elected, slide up the four chairs
which will give the voice of '62 a hearing in the presence of
its elders. 'Sixty-two's voice modulates in four tones ... President Dave Guenther, on a platform of closer union of 'hops

and dormies, school spirit augmented, and higher moral fiber
of X men, comes recommended
from Cincinnati St. Xavier. Daily

Communicant of five years
standing and Sodality Prefect,
Dave has also excelled in athletics-a three-year man in basketball, besides cheerleading;
political-a four-year student
council man; scholastic-graduating with scond honors. A phyed major, 18-year-old Mr. Guenther would like to be a high
school teacher or a social worker.
Secretary Tim Deegan, a Cleveland St. Ignatian representing
that major portion of student
population has a 1ligh school
record of Sodality, yearbook,
dramatics, and captain of his

------------bowling league. Already active
in clef club and sodality, Mr.
Deegan, weighing in at eighteen
year, is majoring in B.S.B.H.
Treasurer Jim Chandler, Charieston-•bred with a Southern accent
and an English major, stems
from Charleston Catholic, where
he activated himself in sodality,
athletics and dramatics. Vicepresident Myron Shibley, singing
bass in the voice of '62 (a twice
All-Conference center must have
a bass voice) is a 17-year-old
HAB with the enviable post of
Sodality counselor of Ursuline
girls. Mr. Shibley has scored an
estimable record at Gilmour
Academy-salutatorian, football
(four years), track (three),
president of chess club and parish

te,en club, Honor Society, and
twice district finalist from Cleveland for the State Speech Tournament.
With sincerity free of college
cynicism, the XU News prints a
"congrats" to these men, and
with an eye to '62's welfare, bids
them to play well that ·brand of
politics exemplified by Websters,
Roosevelts ,and Kennedys.
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Like all '59 Che-vies, the Impala Sport Sedan luJs Safety ~Glass all around.

l1a•ri11'1
P••r•••r
The Drug Store Clo1e1t To
Xavier Univer1itv
MEirose 1-3708
3818 Montromery Road ·
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THE SHIRT
LAUNDRY

It's shaped to the new American taste. It brings you more spaciousness and comfort tvitli a new
Body by Fislier. It has a nerv kind of finish. New bigger brakes. Yast neiv areas of visibility.

1818 MoDtlCJlllel'J Road
EVANSTON

New Hi·Tlirift 6. It's new right down to tlie·tiresl

Oae Block Soutla of DADll
A Few Bloeu Nortla
Of Tbe Do,_
Bacllela. Senlee
l'luff Dl'J Bundi•
C BOl1B SUVICB

Chevy's all new for the second
straight year? Here with a fresh
Slimline design that brings entirely new poise and proportion
to automobile styling. Inside the
new and roomier Body by Fisher
you'll find truly tasteful elegance.
And you'll have clear seeing from
every seat. The new Vista-Pano. ramie windshield curves overhead-windows are bigger, too.

TUXEDO
RENTAL

There's still more! A new finish
that keeps its shine without waxing or polishing for up to three
years. Impressive new Impala
models. Wonderful new wagons
-including one with a rear-facing rear seat. And, with all that's
new, you'll find those fine Chevrolet virtues of economy and
practicality. Stop in now and see
the '59 Chev1·olet.

ALL NEWALL OVER AGAIN!

*
LANDEN, LTD.

When you take the wheel, you
find Chevy's newness goes down
deep. A new steering ratio makes
handling easier than ever. New
suspension engineering gives
you a smoother, more stable
ride. There's a new Hi-Thrift
6 that goes and goes on a gallon
of gas. Vim-packed VS's. New
and bigger brakes. Even tougher,
safer Tyrex cord tires.

-------------------·-----------------·-----------·---·-----------------------------------------

606 Yine St.

see your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisal-early delivery!

•Arkwar 1·1HI

•

•
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Goi~ernor's

Harry "Mick" Connolly doesn't wholeheartedly agree with
Ohio State's Woody Hayes on the subject ot grid officiating.
But, after last Saturday, the Squire of Corcoran Field at least
has some indication of the inefficiency that Hayes has made
a public issue of.
The past two weekends have seen Woody's OSU Buckeyes
march over Western Conference rivals Illinois and Indiana.
Upset by alleged negligent o~ficiating, ~ayes lashe~ out
against the refs, drawing upon himself reprimands and ufteen
yard penalties.
The referees, says Woody, are permitting dirty football;
they're not throwing the red flag when it should be thrown;
they're standing around like an~ls with their eyes uplifted,
while two elevens of devils throw pitchforks at each other.
Mr. Hayes may have a point. ~t least one: ~oac~ con~u~s
on his charge that the work of Big Ten off1c1als 3ust 1sn t
what it should be. And the coach, one Harry Connolly, knows
this from personal experience.
Two of the four stripe-shirted gentlemen who at Saturday's Detroit-Xavier game doled out penalti~s ~ike they were
election pamphlets were from Woody Hayes. Big Ten Conference .. They were assigned to the Corc_or~n Field match by t.h~
Mid-American Conference. At Xavier s request, the MidAmerican handles the appointments of all officials for Musketeer home games.
Not many who witnessed the Musketeer:Titan clash \_Vi~l
deny that the two Big Ten referees staged a distasteful exh1b1tion of over-officiating. Yet, isn't this complaint in sharp contrast to that which Hayes has been issuing? Although Mick
and his Musketeers concur with Woody and his Bucks on the
overall notion of faulty penalty-calling, they're strictly at
odds when it comes to specifying what sin the officials have
been committing.

• • • • •

When Hayes tears off his hat and sportcoat and rushes
onto the field of battle, tie flapping and tongue wagging, he
verbally scorches the referees for their negligence, for their
do-nothing attitude that overlooks dirty play.
On the other hand, when Connolly turns his anguished
back to the gridiron, walks to the bench, sits down and buries
his face in his palms, he is silently gesticulating against too
much officiating, against an excess of penalties.
Hayes fancies himself standing on the sidelines with a
box of little red flags that he can sail into the air whenever
he sees a flying forearm. Connolly fancies himself dashing
onto the field with a hammer to nail the officials' dastardly
red flags to the ground.

• • • • •

"The refs had nothing to do with the outcome of the
game," admits Mick. "The 25-point difference in the score
proves that. But they sure as heck made a mess out of it. They
must have thought they were in the sticks, and were trying
to impress us with Big Ten efficiency."
Connolly is no babe in the woods on the subject of footfall. In the 1941 Sugar Bowl and the 1943 Orange Bowl ne
probably played in two games as important as the referees
in question had ever seen. He was an All-American halfback
at Boston College. As a head coach he's won 48 games while
losing only 21.
· Woody Hayes likewise .knows something about football.
Three of the last four seasons his Buckeyes rolled through
conference ranks unbeaten and untied. They're currently
riding the crest of a thirteen game winning streak.
When two coaches as astute as Connolly and Hayes attack
the same clan of college refs, there must be truth in their
arguments. Yet strangely their arguments are poles apart.
Was it only coincidental that the first Saturday after
Hayes leveled his first blast at insufficient officiating, Big
Ten referees at Xavier Stadium marched off an all-time Xavier
game total of 244 yards in penalties?
Since Saturday, Hayes has spoken again. As a result, it
may rain again tomorrow night at Corcoran Field, not cats
and dogs or waterly droplets, but rather little red flags.

I

\

Queen City equipped with a great
line. Headed by co-captains Emil
Karas ·and Bill Korutz, the line
should give the Muskie offense
another day of fits and frustrations. Karas was an All Catholic
All-American last year. H is
coaches feel that he is as great
a tackle as Fred Dugan was an
end. Need one say more?
The backfield is more of a
problem, since it was hard hit by
graduation. The man to watch is
halfback Ernie Whi·te. The pintsized speedster is well thought of
by the Dayton top brass. Frank
Bongivengo and Vince Polyan
will probably get :the no~ at halfback and fullback respectively.
Quarterback Mel Smolik will
run the' show. He has a reputation
for being a fine passer. OH! OH!
. Dayton's record is two victories
in five games. Last week they
whipped Louisvllle 26 to 13, a
win which marked their first
unveiling of any kind of an
offense this year. However, last
season Dayton did not get rolllng
until the Xavier game which they

Stake

copped 24 to 13. From there they
finished the season with five
consecutive victories.
The Xavier picture, howevel',
has been somewhat brightened by
the play of third string quarterback Ron Costello. It could be
that for the first time in two
years the Muskies, in Costello,
will be able to boast a solid passing threat.
Martin Departs
The Muskies' forces were further depleted this week by the
loss of halfbacks Lou Martin and
Joe Jordan. Mar.tin left school,
while Jordon, who started last
Saturday, received a slight concussion. Jordan was held out of
heavy work this week and may
be ready tomorow.
Halfback Eddie Lee Thomas has
returned to action and will see
plenty of work Saturday. Jim
Wessel, out with a bad leg, is
still doubtful but may play some.
Guard Jack Paris is favoring a
bruised shoulder, so Jim Link
may start with soph Mike Hannon moving to the second unit.
Coach Connolly announced that
the backfield ranks are so thin
that he will not platoon any
more, but substitute individually.

MUSKETEER
OF THE WEEK

Frosh Footballers
Down Dayton; Meet
Miami Frosh Today

Xavier's ·yearling footballers
will try to extend Coach Ed Biles'
three-season win streak to eight
when they tangle with the Miami
Papooses today at Oxford at 3:30.
·
Dayton Falls
Dayton was victim No. 7 last
Thursday night as Xavier's 34
freshmen put on a show to rival
that of the Four Freshmen, who
appeared in the Fieldhouse that
same night, thumping the Gem
City frosh 45-6.
lerry lohnson tallled three
times and Larry Cox, Irv Etier,
Harry Nopwasky and Pete Natale
once each, with Etier addin1 a
two.point conversion and lerry
Hamlin a one-pointer from place·.
ment.
Miami Frosh 1-1
195; he finished with a 479 series.
Miami's frosh are 1-1 for the
Leading averages after 'three season, owning a 20-6 win over
weeks are Schnetzer's 171, Luko- Dayton and a 16-6 defeat at the
witz's 170, Grupenhoff's 169, Bill hands of Ohio U. Chief threats
Campbell's 167, Mastropaolo's in the Redskin lineup are full·
166, Jim Dusablon's 166 and Tom back Bill Triplett, brother of the
Riley's 162.
New York Giants' Mel Triplett;
Moderator of the XU Bowling halfback Scott Tyler, a star last
League is Father Mark Hurtu- year at Hughes here in Cincinbise. The league will apply for nati; and quarterback Jack Gay·
American Bowling Congress heart, a Southern All·Star.
sanction in the near future.
Probable starten for the XU
Standlnp
frosh are ends Mike Bunter and
Scrubs 6-0, Bridesmaids 5-1, Tom Walldewlcz, tackles Cbril
Four Duds 5-1, Four-Baggers 5-1, Smalara and Mike Humphrey,
Dorm-Hops 3-3, Leprechauns 2-4, 1uards Nellon and Kracker, cenBall Busters 2-4, Moonshiners ter lohn Riordan, quarterback
1-5, Four X's 1-5, Gutter Dusters Etier, hallbaeb lohnlon and Cos
0-6.
an4 fallbaek LurJ l'ole1.

Scrubs Sweep, Lead League
Virgil Hosey's 186-546, the
day's high series, and Bob Seery's
183-518 led the Scrubs to a threegame sweep Monday to put that
team in undisputed possession of
first place in the Xavier's Bowling League.
The Scrubs rolled the high
team game (779) and series
(2293), both with handicap, to
keep their record unblemished at
6-0.
Scablll's 195 Bish
Others in the 500 series bracket
were Paul Grupenhoff (180523), Jerry Lukowitz (180-521),
Carlo Mastropaolo (172-509) and
Clayton Schnetzer (185 - 508).
High game was Tom ScahW's

Cup

Hank Stein
First Real All-American

This past week, Hank Stein,
Xavier's unerring senior guard,
was named to the second AllAmerica team of Converse Basketball Magazine. The selection
of Stein marks the first fullfledged All-American rating that
·any Xavier athlete has ever received.
In addition, the News bas def·
inite information that within the
next two weeks the Musketeer
co-captain wm be honored on at
least one other national ma1a·
zine's pre-season AU-America
Team.
Converse Magazine, published
annually by the Converse Rubber
Company, is one of the most comprehensive basketball publications each year. Published each
fall sfoce 1922, the volume is sent
only to college ·coaches and publicity offices.
Converse does more than an
adequate job covering Xavier.
Page five of the issue is devoted
entirely to an explanation of
Xavier's m 6 vi n g offense, an
article bylined by the noted basketball journalist,· James J. Mccafferty.

BULLETIN
BOARD·
Harry "Mick" Connolly
This hasn't been the happiest
of seasons for Muskete~r head
football coach Mick Connolly.
Right from the start the Xavier
squad was plagued by Injuries
and a pitifully thin backfield. It
is the News' opinion that Connolly now is just as good a coach
as he was In 1955 when he was
named Catholic Coach of the
Year. Concerning the Detroit
game, quarterback Ralph Lane
said, "Connolly gave us a perfect
game plan. He couldn't 10 out
there and run our plays for us."

There wlll be a meetln1 Mon·
day at 4 p.m. for all those entering teams in the XU Indoor Basketball Intramural Leape this
season.
-Don Buber1

• • •

Saturday Is the final home
game of the season. Companion
tickets may .,e obtained at the
regular price of $1.25 in the ticket
office until 5 p.m. today. Tickets
may also be obtained, atartln1
today, for any of the Muskies'
three away games (Marshall,
Toledo, and Kentucky) at . reserved seat prices.

For Meal• al Home •••
Lunch•• at Wor~

'°"
Scltool •••
~&..

HOMOGENIZED MU
(with Vitamin D)

Of'

QUllRY

~

ICE CREAM

1hey can't be beat as Healthful food
md Refreshing Deuertl At your Favorh

..............

OIKD

l"""'
pt;; I& ,..,, _______ ,,,.,,..,,,.
hod Slorel for Home Dellvery can Oleny
or cnlc your French-Bauer driYerl
I
- - .... flOIUCll llCI . . .
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''Terry the Tiger'' Meyer

.JM FOOTBALL
FINAL STANDINGS

Provides Backfield Speed

ELET-MARION LEAGUE
Team
W L Pct. GB
Bumblers
6 0 1.000
Big Rouse
5 1 .833 1
Zuern's Zoo
4 2 .667 2
Knights
4 2
.667 2
Schopps
2 4 '.333 4
Men Off Campus 0 6 .000 6
Pershing "B"
O 6
.000 6

by Ron Koch

Cunning, crafty, and swift like a mouse, Xavier's left
halfback scampers around the opposing end and leaves him
far behind. The public address announcer says: "Meyer picks
up fifteen yards and a touchdown." And the name of Terry
James Meyer is slowly being immortalized in Xavier football
history by the flashing cleats of
a speedy senior halfback.
Going into his senior year,
Terry Meyer was averaging just
under one touchdown per game.
For the past two seasons, he has
been a potent punch in Coach
Connolly's offensive threat, carrying the ball more times than
any other back and leading the
Musketeers in scoring both years.
Holds Two Records
In minutes played last fall,
Terry was tied for second with
nearly seven hours of game play.
He led· the team in kick-off and
punt returns last season and by
the end of his second varsi·ty
year held Xavier career records
in kick-off returns and kick~off
yardage. For his stellar performance, Terry won the most outstanding back award after last
season.
Rlgh School End
Quite an offensive record! Yet,
ironiCally enough, at Purcell
High School in Cincinnati, Terry
did not even handle the pigskin.
He was a standout defensive end
and captained the Cavalier eleven, winning for. himself all-city
honors. Terry also captained the
Purcell baseball team, and his
fleet-footed fly-chasing also merited the acclaim of all-city.
When Terry enrolled at Xavier
in '55, his 5-8, 179-pound build
didn't measure up to standard

* * *

BROCKMAN LEAGUE
Team
W L Pct. GB
Eagles **
5 O 1.000
Colts **
5 0 1.000
Spiders
4 2 .667 I!
Kelly's
3 3 .500 2}
Brockman 3
2 4 .333 3!
Playboys
1 5 .167 41
Pershing "A"
O 6 .000 5l
** Championship game Wednesday afternoon too late for press
time. Championship game between the two leagues was played
last night and was also too late.
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Xavier-Cincy Ga.me Jan. 24
To Be Nationally Televised
NBC Television announced last
week that their January 29 Basketball Game of the Week would
feature the Xavier MusketeerCincinnati Bearcat clash at the
Cincinnati Garden. To accomodate the network program, Cincinnati and Xavier officials
agreed to switch the game from
a night to an afternoon affair.
In addition, Coach Jim Mccafferty has revealed that each
Wednesday afternoon his NIT
champion cagers will hold their
practice before any students and
faculty who wish to attend. All
other practice sessions will be
staged behind closed doors.
The Musketeers have thus far
stressed fundamentals. Outstanding in the early practices has
been junior guard Ducky Castelle.

Titans Use Passes, Penalties
To Defeat Musl\:eteers 31-6

Terry Meyer
size of college ends, so the Xavier
coaching staff, knowing his· tremendous speed, directed him to
the backfield. Terry took to the
backfield like a duck to water.
He showed exceptional drive for
his size as freshman fullback. As
a sophomore on the varsity, he
literally ran away with everything.
Terry is majoring in a business
course. His plans for the future
are undecided. He says he would
not mind playing professional
football if he got an offer to his
liking. Otherwise, Terry expects
to find the kind of job he will
like in the business world in
Cincinnati.

by Joe Petrocelli
"Flag Day" was celebrated a
bit prematurely last Saturday at
Corcoran Field as the Detroit
Titans spoiled the Musketeers'
Homecoming with a 31-6 defeat.
Woody Hayes' blast against
officiating must have been avidly
read by Saturday's foursome, for
they didn't miss an opportunity
to hoist the symbolic red flag ·
(with the exception of a missed
pass interference call against
Detroit).
If Hayes had witnessed Saturday's contest, he probably wouid
have retracted some of his original statement and declared "Let
them play football." A total of

244 yards was stepped off, 129
against Xavier to 115 for Detroit.
Pass Defense Leaky
The stalwart effort of the Big
Blue forward wall, which held
the Titans to 83 yards rushing,
went for naught as the Detroit
throwers exploited gaping holes
in the Xavier pass defense. Four
different Titans threw for scores.
Mistakes, both on offense and
defense, played a major role in
the Muskies' defealt. A fumble
and a bad pass from center on
a punt led to two Detroit scores.
The first Titan touchdown
came as a result of a mixup in
time between the timekeeper and
the field judge. The Muskies

Remarked McCafferty, "Castelle
must have practiced his shooting
all summer. He Just doesn't seem
to miss."
Only four weeks of drill remain
for the Muskies before their first
appearance of the season, their
November 21 bout againSt Don
Ruberg's classy freshman team.
were trotting off the field with
the score 0-0 only to be beckoned
back by the referee's whistle long
enough to enable Detroit's Bruce
Maher, .to slip past .three defenders, a la Kent State, to haul in
a 41-yard pass for the score.
Costello Shines
The bright spot in the otherwise dismal Homecoming was
soph quarterback Ron Costello,
who sparked the erratic Muskie
offense -to a fourth-quarter score.
Faust Coyle climaxed the 68-yard
march with a six-yard run for
the marker.
On defense, the X-Men were
led by Gene Tomczak, Russ
Goings and Captain Art DelConte. This trio helped to contain the Titans' ground game and
held Maher, who had previously
averaged 4.5 yards per tote, to
47 yards in 13 attempts.
The Musketeers led the Motor
City team in first downs and
rushing, but fell far short, 119-224
yards in passing. Leading XU
ground-gainers were Jocko Serieka (31 for 6), Coyle (25 for 5),
George Noonan (37 for 8) and
Terry Meyer (47 for 13).
Senior halfback Jim Wessel
was sorely missed. The absence
of his scoring punch was evident,
but his defensive work would
have made him even more valuable Saturday.

THEY SAID IT COULDN'T. BE DONE - BUT mDAVS L&M OIVES YOUPuff
by
puff

L

&

.a. ,,~·-ff:/>.

rs

DON'T SETTLE FOR ONE WITHOUT THE OTHERI
}

%WW

THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONE!
~~i- They said that bullfighting was strictly for
~\\\\\\ili\\l\\ men, and a woman couldn't do it. But pretty

Change to l!M and get 'em both. Such an improved filter and mqre taste! Better
taste than in any other cigarette. Yes, today's UM combines these two essentials
of modern smoking enjoyment-less tars and more taste - in one great cigarette.

~itfl!~' Pat McCormick, while a student at Texas
··:·.:·:::::::::::: Western College, ignored the scoffers, and
became the first American girl to win inter-

-hM
.....,..".

PACK
OR

BOX
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Gridder Receives. Award

John Conlan receives his· award from Col. Best.
Xavier University sophomore Marine Corps Platoon Leaders
John E. Conlan received the Class, won his medal in compe"Leatherneck" Magazine Rifle tition with over approximately
Marksmanship Award from Colo- 1,500 college undergraduates
nel · Wendell H. Best, USMC, from all over the United States
Chief of Staff, Marine Corps who attend training, at Quantico,
Schools, Quantico, Virginia, after during their summers, prior to
the recent Quantico-Xavier foot- receiving a commission in the
United States Marine Corps
ball game.
Conlan, a member of the Reserve.
"COKE" IS A f!CGISTCRCO TRADC•MARIC, COP'l'RIQHT

C) 1'J!!UI THE COCA·COlA

Moun tel.
RADIO READINGS
Pledges and active members of
the Pershing Rifles participated
The members of Xavier Uni- in the Archdiocesan Annual Holy
versity's Pershing Rifle Company Name Parade Sunday, Oct. 11.
will perfol'm a rifle calisthenics
On Sunday, Oct. 19, the memdrill on Saturday afternoon, Oct. bers of the Pershing Rifles were
25th, at 2: 00 p.m. over WCPO- on hand at 9:00 a.m. to clean up
TV.
the dance area after the HomeThe drill is an innovation de- coming festivities.
veloped by Master Sergeant Earl
This week the Xavier UniverHiggins, a· member of the mili- sity ROTC Radio Club purchased
tary detachment at Xavier. The a tri-.band beam antenna. A tripurpose of the exercises is to band antenna is a directional
develop individual skill and co- antenna enabling the f u 11
ordination and to promote dex- strength of ·a signal to be aimed
terity with the M-1 rifle. This is in a particular direction. This
a part of the unit's training for new beam antenna is constructed
inter-collegiate drill competition to transmit· on the ten, fifteen,
later in the year.
and twenty meter bands. The
The program will be narrated range of radio station K8WBL
by Miles Foland, the M.C. of will be greatly improved by the
"TV Dance Party," and by Persh- use of this new antenna.
ing Rifle Captain William E.
On Oct.· 16, 1958, William J.

Military
Mllsings

McCluskey, class of '58, the son
of Mr. and Mrs. William J. Mc(Continued on Page 8)

Need Money?
EARN $50 TO $70
PER WEEK SELLING

Afternoons or Evenlnp
and Weekends
Interview Oct. 27-1:30 p.m.

ROOM-LIBRARY 203

A bell is to ring
but without the clapper,
you'd mi·s~ the whole idea of a bell
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••

A cigarette is to smoke

COM~ANy,

but without flavor-you miss
the whole idea of smoki-ng

'i

••••• • • • •••• ••• •••• ••••••••• ••••

When it comes to flavor

lt8 11VhatS
UP- front
that counts
Out ofthis world!
Space travelers-be on the alert! Make
sure there's a cargo of Coke tucked
away in the rocket! You may not be
able to buy your favorite sparkling
drink on the moon •.. but that's just
about the only place you can't. So
when you're ready for the big lift, be
sure the cheerful lift of Coca-Cola
goes along!

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Bottled under authority of The Coca·Cola Company by

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS. COMPANY

SPRING SEMESTER 1959
IN VIENNA:- $1195
Spend 5\!z months in Europe. Attend the English·
taught courses at the University of Vienna. Travel
on 3 integrated Study Tours through 8 countriH
of Europe. Students live in Austrian homes. Price
includes ocean transportation, room, board, ful·
lion and travel. Group 1ail1 Feb. 10, 1959, on
the Ryndam.
Applicatian deadline: December 10, 1958
Write today for free brochure.

INSTITUTE OF EUROPEAN STUDIES
35 EAST WACKER DRIVE

.. •

CHICAGO I, IU.

Up front in Winston is

I t=ILTER·BLl!ND I
That's why
WINSTON TASTES GOOD,

like a cigarette should.I
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The Night Side of The News
'THE KEY OF UNDERSTANDING
. Our world ~s becoming smaller now that we have practical
1et transportation that spans the oceans and continents. In
a few h<?urs a person can be on the continent of Europe. Asia
and Africa can then be reached in a matter of a few more
hours. Thus in a short span of time, any person in the United
States ~an reach most any populated area.
This presents many problems. The basis of these prob·
lems is misunderstanding. Political unrest, starvation pagan
civilizations, and Communist control are some of the p;oblems
that the American traveler will have to face. How can he, if
'! does not understand the situation into which he will go?
He can't.
There is only one solution and that is education. People
are never truly stereotyped; they have a va.riety of types
within their own culture. Therefore, the would-be world
citizen, you and I, must keep up with the iatest information
available. We can study their languages, faiths, economic
problems, and social mores. 'fhis is the only way that we are
going to be able to live together as our world becomes small~r
and smaller. When different cultures understand the basic
foundations of each other, then they can start for a lasting
friendship. This is the keynote to the world todav. Contact
without understanding breeds hatred. and conflict· contact
with understanding breeds peace and friendship. N~w is the
era in which we all should learn as much as we can about our
closer human brethren. As a great man of the Chinese culture,.
Sun Yat-sen, has said, "Once one understands, action is easy."

A Puzzling Question
by Pat
When we first presented the
young men with the question,
"What do you think of girls'
dress and appearance today?"
they all began .plying us with
their favorite pet peeves and
likes of the styles which their
sisters and girl friends are wearing -today.
.one out-spoken youth, definitely in opposition to the styles
of yesteryear, replied that girls
who donned leotards, bermuda
shorts, or any kind of those
"crazy" long socks, didn't have
any sense of style ·because ·they
(the socks, etc.) "belong back in
the 1800's" and "just aren',t keeping with the modern trends of
today." He continued to state
that a lot of girls "rush" to buy
the latest styles just because it
is the latest style and ·not because it becomes them.
Another gentleman, when questioned, came up with this reply
concerning girls' appearances: "I
think girls who smoke in public
look very cheap and vulgar and,
also, bottle blondes are for the
birds."
While these opinions are good
in ithemselves and definitely
voice the male view on the female dress and appearance situation, they are just general

Oates
opm10ns. If a girl tried to follow the opinion of every fellow
she knew, her clothes would be
a combination of every different
style alive today.
How then can a girl decide the
mode of dress which will be
pleasing to all? The first criterion
for a girl's list of fashions should
be modesty. In that way, her
dress will not only be pleasing to
her male friends, but pleasing to
God as well. Most boys do not
respect girls who practice the
wearing of low-necked dresses
and tight sweaters and skirts,
etc. and those boys that do aren't
worth knowing at all.
After she has found her modest
dress, a girl should see that it
suits her, that is, its color blends
well with "her hair and skin and
the style ls not drastic for her.
In summary, we can say that
to put a gleam in her favorite
male's eye, a girl should check
to see if her dress is modest and
becoming to her, she makes a
neat appearance, and her style
and make-up fit in with her
natural personality and do not
achieve a superficial effect. If a
young lady follows these rules,
she will always rate a .top-notch
mark in the mind of her favorite
beau, according to the opinion of
the opposite sex.

E. C. Opinionaire
Question: What qualities do you
think tbe next Pope should
possess?
Pat .Wiechman-Acting Technique-Because of the position of
the Pope as a world leader, it is
necessary that he possess those
qualities which the world today
most needs. I feel that the ne~t
Pope should possess extraordinary peace-making abilities. He
should have strong moral convictions, · yet be open-minded
enough to realize the always
changing ·ways of the world.
Dan Book-Accounting-I think
the Pope should have a thorough
knowledge of world affairs. Since
it is the Pope's job to guide
Catholics throughout the world,
he must kn o w and understand the problems of these
people. Because of the varied
numerous duties of the Pope, I
feel .that diplomacy is another
very necessary quality which he
should possess. Good health is
also important because of the
many strenuous and difficult
tasks he will be called upon to

perform.

''Good Grief!''
1llore Tests?
"XILES"
SPECIAL SOCIABILITY
QUESTIONNAIRE
INSTRUCTIONS: Read each question carefully. Indicate your
answers by circling either "yes"
or "no."
1. Have you grown blurry-eyed
from watching TV night after
night?
Yes
No
2. Have you reached the point
where all the late-night movies
look alike?
Yes
No

3. Do you feel a definite ·need
to get out and meet real, live
people again?
Yes
No
4. Are you fed up with the
same old "quiet" evenings at
home or school?
Yes
No
5. Have you ever experienced

dizziness from lack of fresh, crisp
night air?
Yes
No
6. Has it been too long since
you've had something really
exciting to talk about?
Yes
No

7. Are you concerned that you
might soon become a confirmed
"social-stinker"?
No
Yes
8. Do your eyes crave the
merry din of happy voices, clinking glassware and corny chords
of country music?
Yes
No
9. Are moths ,getting more use
of your dancing clothes than you
are?
Yes
No

10. Is .there a certain gal or
guy you have been wanting to
da·te, 1but hesitated for lack of
something special to ask him or
her to?
Yes
No

Give yourself 10 points for
every question answered "NO."
HOW TO RATE YOURSELF:
If your score Is 80 or above,
consider yourself a fairly normal,
well-liked, socially-balanced person who would JUST NATURALLY GO TO THE XILES
"SQUARE DANCE" on Saturday,
November 8, 1958, from 8:00 until

MUFFLERS
INSTALLED FREE
CAR-LIFE
GUARANTEE

BRAKES
RELINED
$17.50
AND UP

MUFFLER MAN-THE-BRAKE l\fAN
3858 l\fontgomery Rd. (Norwood) l\'IE 1-6832
"World's First Specialized Muffler And Brake Service"

...............................

On e.p. Max'1.n

(811 the Author of" Rally Round lhe Flag, Boys! "and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

THE DRESS PARADE
In ull my years of observing coed fashions-and I have been
arrested many times-I have never seen such verve, such clash,
such J e ne sais quoi us cun be found in this year's styles!

I um particularly cnchuntccl by the new "baby waist" dresses
which so mnny of you girls nre favoring this senson. How
demure you nil look in yom '"baby waists"! How sweet! How
innocent! How colorful when your housemother lifts you up
and burps you after dinner!
Another trend that leaves me limp with rnpture is the oversized handbag. Goodbye to clinky,littlc purses that hold nothing
at all I Hurrah for today's sensibly sized bug with plenty of
room for your makeup, your pens and pencils, your shelter
half, your Slinky toy, your MG, and your Murlboros.
Did I say Marlboros? Certainly I suicl l\forlboros. What girl
can consider herself in the vun, in the swim, und in the know,
if she doesn't smoke l\forlboros? What man, for that matter.
Do you want a filter that is truly new, genuinely advanced,
but at the same time, docs not rob you of the full flavor of
first-mte tobacco? Then get Marlboro. Also get matches because
the pleasure you derive from u Marlboro is necessarily limited
.. if unlit. .
· To return to coed fashions, let us now discuss footwear. The
popular flat shoe was introduced scvcrnl years ago when it
became obvious that girls were growing taller than boys. For
a while the flat shoes kept the sexes in a state of uneasy balance,
but today they will no longer serve. Now, even in fiats, girls
ure towering over their elates, for the feminine growth mtc has
continued to rise with disturbing speed. In fact, it is now
thought possible that we will see fifteen-foot girls in om lifetime.
But science is working on the problem, and I feel sure
American know-how will find nu answer. Meanwhile, a tempomry measure is available-the reverse wedgie.
The reverse wedgie is simply a wedgie turned around. This
tilts a girl b:tekwanl at a 45 degree angle and cuts ns much us
three feet ofT her height. It is, of comsc, impossible to walk in
this position unless you have support, so your date will have to
keep his arm around your waist at all times. This will tire him
out in fairly short order; therefore you must constantly give
him encouragement. Keep looking up nt him und Latting your
lashes 1111d repeating in awed tones, "How strong you are,
Shorty!"
.

12:00.
If you scored between 40 and

70, then you owe it to yourselfas well as your friends-to attend
Mary Ann Martin-A c t I n g the SQUARE DANCE at the
Technlque--In my opinion, the Evening College Gym and livefuture Pope should have a com- it-up to the music of Andy
plete realization of his position, Kleitsch.
power and responsibility, unified
If your score is 30 or less, you
and predomjnated by a deep love simply cannot afford to miss the
and understanding of individuat fun at ·the XILES SQUARE
mankind. So important is the DANCE. The .price of tickets has
present world is a fundamental been held down to just $1.00,
a~d timely knowledge of current
members with card 50¢, and this
affairs and ability to weigh their price includes free refreshments.
value in the light of the eyes
If you happened to score a flat
of God and His teachings.
"0", CONSULT YOUR PSYCHI·
Walter Witt-Advertising-The ATRIST! Be will positively Insist
P.ope's reign will begin in a on your going! It's the best cure
world of tension and oppr· ssion. for house-a-phobea!
He should have those qualities
which eamed for Pius 12th that
deserved title "Pope of Peace."
The man whose destiny takes
him up the steps to the ·papal
ITALIAN AND AMERICAN
throne should be imbued with a
POOD
thorough knowledge of t h e

CHICO'S

world, yet, above its claims: he
should •be cognizant of the many
internal problems of the church
and be courageous to deal impartially but firmly with them.
He should reflect and transmit
God's peace, wisdom and love to
us, His subjects.

Two Mighty Good Men To Know
22 Years Experience

Next we turn to hair :;tyling. The hnir-clo this year ir> definitely
the cloche-coif. One secs very few crew cuts or Ire11c Castle
bobs, and the new Mohican cut seems not to have caup;ht on
at ull. In £act, I saw only one girl with a l\fohic:m- H.lirnlclle
I-I. Sigafoos, n sophomore of Bennington. Her classmates lnughccl ·
and h\ughecl ut her, but it wns Uhodclle who had the Inst laugh,
for one night a dark, handsome stmngcr leaped from behind a
birch 11.nd linked his arm in Rhoclelle's and said, "I am Uncus,
the lust of the Mohicans-but I need not be the last, dear lady,
if you will but be my wife." Today they are happily married
and run a candied-apple stand near Macon, Ga., and have three
little Mohicans named Patti, Maxine, and Laverne.
© 1058 .Mnx Shulmnn

1831 MONTGOMERY RD.
I Mlnuta l'Nm xa.ter

(One Bloek Soatb of

nn. .a

Dua>

1-1111

• • •
Congratulations to Mr. ancl Mrs. Uncas and to all of yort wll,o
ha"e dl1covered tlie pleasures of M11rlboro and llfarlboro s
al1ter cigarette, non-filter Pl1ilip lllorri11, bol/1 made b11 tllu
lllOJUOr• of t11i1 column.
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The Herald ' Avenue classroom
will be called "East Classroom"
(Continued from Page 2)
instead of Annex. Our Maintenthe ·time Roosevelt was stricken ance Department will affix the
wf.th polio to the time he enters new numbers to the rooms in the
the political scene (approximately near future. The new numbering
three years).
is given below:
The Cincinnati production will Former No. Room Use New No.
present a road show east, headed
ALUMNI HALL
b1 Leif Erickson as F.D.R. It is
Assistant Dean's Office 1io
doubtful If Mr. Erickson can gen- 106 Faculty Room
102
ente as much enthusiasm with 107 Classroom (both doors) 103
the critics as did Ralph Bellamy
Dean's Office
104
In New York, but Erickson is a
Veteran Office
105
1004 actor and should give a com- 109 Classroom
106
petent performance.
Treasurer's Office
107
On Monday, Nov. 3, Celeste
Admissions Office
108
Holm will begin a week's run at
Business Office
109
the Shubert in a Broadway tryAssistant Dean's Office 110
out called "Third Best Sport." 202 Classroom
201
One must be very careful about 206 Faculty Room
202
spending ·the price of a ticket for 208 Classroom (both doors) 203
a trial run since many will never 210 Classroom
204
reach "The Great White Way."
201 Classroom
205

Stageligbts

Military
Musings

LIBRARY BUILDING
10 Classroom
101
12 Classroom (both doors) 102
15 Library Office
103
Main Reading Room
201
Catalogue Room
202
22 Classroom
203
301
31 Classroom
.'i02
32 Classroom
33 Classroom
303

(Continued from Page 6)
Cluskey, 1178 Westway, Cincinnati 24, Ohio, was commissioned
a Second Lieutenant in the Regular Army of the United States
in an official ceremony at Xavier
University. Lieutenant McCluskey has been assigned to the 9th
Infantry Division, Camp Carson,
Colorado. Lieutenant McCluskey
earned his commission through
the Reserve Officers Training
Corps at Xavier University.
:~

New Room
Numbers Now
In Effect
On October 3, 1958, new numbers were assigned to the rooms
in the classroom buildings-starting with No. 101 assigned to the
southeast room on the first floor,
No. 201 on the second floor, and
No. 301 on the third floor. Basement room numbers begin with
No. 10 in the southeast corner.

53

~:
52

64
65
62

ALBERS BALL
Public Relations Offices
Mr. Jeffre's Office
P.R. Conference Room
Graduate Office
Classroom
Classroom (both doors)·
Fine Arts Room
President's Office
Classroom
Classroom
Lab

305 Vincent Horrlran, S.J., lecturing
306) on techniques of debate. Also, a
307) possible television debate will be
308) a first for the society. For if the
door · graduate team of Mr. Jim Wiggs
(whose column, "Let's Argue,"
drives "News" readers to comLOGAN BUILDING
10 plete agnosticism) and Mr. Con22 Classroom
15 Classroom (both doors) 11 rad Donakowski (an assistant in
101 the History department) and the
117 Lab
102 undergraduate team of Dan Bris118 Lab
Chemistry Office
103 lane and Wayne Fehr do debate
Cash Room (both doors) 104 the Right to Work issue on local
105 television, verbal fur will be
108 Classroom
106 scattered all over the studio.
100 Lab
Since their election, Dan Brls201
216 'Lab
202 lane, the president, and Wayne
Balance Room
203 Fehr, the vice-president, have
208 Classroom
204 been planning the year's schedStock Room
205 ule, while Jim Jensen, the cor207 Classroom
206 responding secretary, bas been
200 Lab
301 taking care of the invitations and
312 Classroom
302 acceptances. Tom Kuhlman, the
318 Lab
303 recording secretary, jots down the
Work Room
Spectro Analysis
304 happenings at the meetings, and
305 the ·treasurer, T. J. Paulus, has
Dark Room
306 been searching for methods of
311 Classroom
307 getting more cents from the de307 Classroom
300 Lab
308 bate dollar.
For the speech events on the
HERALD A VE. CLASSROOM national topic of nuclear testing
Annex Classroom East Class Rm. bans, November is the month.
On <the 1st, a selected team will
take part in a "~arm-up" debate
at Dennison University at Granville; the next weekend, the 8th,
the Tau Kappa Alpha Tournament is scheduled at UC. Plans
will be made at the NFCCS ConLab
Biology Library
Biology Office
Lab
) Number outer

61

-------

vention on Oct. 26 and 27 for a
novice tournament at the Hotel
Sinton on the Saturday before
Thanksgiving, Nov. 22. Finally,
the society will send a team to
·the National Jesuit School Tournament at Loyola University in
Chicago on the 26th and 29th.

Deba.ters
_4dvance
With Age

10
11
12
by Jim Keller
101
South Bend, Chicago, Pitts102
103 burgh, New Orleans, and West
104 Point ave the scenes of some
105 tournaments for which the Philo201 pedian Debating Society has re202 ceived invitations. Include the
:ma nearby events at Dennison UniL~
2M versity, University of Cincinnati,
Office
205) and the National Federation of
Math Offices
206) Catholic .College Student's tourMath & Physics Libr. 207) nament at the Hotel Sinto:ri, and
Physics Office
208) the itinerary sounds more like an
Work Shop
209) election year campaign route than
210) the tentative schedule of an 117Instr. Room & Lab
) Number outer door year-old organization.
Biology Office
301
But the old man ls more
Lab
302 sprightly with each year. Just
Lab
303 this semester, debating has be·
Classroom
304 come a credit course with Rev.

Chill & Spaghetti,
With Beans, Cheese and Onions
Coney Islands - 2 for 25#

Too Important To Forget-·
The tremendous value of milk as a natural

energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

656 East McMillan

WOodburn 1-2474

Do J&u Think for Yourself ? (HE':f,~,V:ff'l,,ffffEJ
Can you honestly say you never imitate VES
the manner of an executive or leader
you admire?

Are you entirely confident that you
would not get "lost" if you worked
for a large firm?

YES

D NOD
D NO D

Do you enjoy adapting yourself to
new conditions?

v••DNoD

Do you always look at the directions
before using a complicated
new appliance?

YKS

Have you ever thought seriously of
spending a long period alone somewhere v••
••• writing, painting or getting some
major independent task done?
In going to the movies, do you consult
the reviews first rather than just
take "pot luck"?

Vl!SD

NOD

-.-·~a
~

...

When faced with a long, detailed job,
do you try hard to find a simpler way
of doing it before getting started?

D D
NO

D D
NO

v••ONoD

The Man Who Thinks
for Himself Knows.. ~
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER •••
A SMOKING MAN'S TASTEI
Before you light your next cigarette, ask yourself this:
Have you really thought which filter cigarette is best
for you?
If you have ••• chances are you're a VICEROY smoker.
The fact is, men and women who think for themselves usually smoke VICEROY. Their reasons? Best in
the world. They know for a fact that only VICEROYno other cigarette-has a thinking man's jilter and a

smoking man's taste.

•111 YOU HAVE ANSWE ..l!D "!U TO 8 OP THl!SE
QUl!STIONS, YOU ARI! A PERSON WHO THINKS 1'0" HIMSl!&.l' I

e lllH, BnlwDA WllllalD-TobeMoCMp.

Fam Illar
pack or
crush·
proof

box.

